Pro Scouting Report
#

Pro Position(s)

46

RB

PLAYER INFO
Prospect (Last, First)
DOB (Age)

Morris, Alfred

Scout Name (Last, First)

12-12-88 (30)

Milton, Justin

COLLEGE

YEAR – RD – TM

TEAM

Florida Atlantic (FLAT)

12–6th–WAS

San Francisco 49ers

Games Played

Games Started

102

70

INJURIES
KEY STATS

CAREER INFORMATION
Games Won
Winning %

47

Positions Started Captain

46%

RB

Trending down in yards, carries, and yards per carry since 2012. Currently at career lows in
yards per carry at 3.4 yards. Morris' career average is 4.3 yards per carry. Versus other active NFL
running backs his numbers are middle of the pack for career totals. Ranks 15/50 in Yards per
game and `15/53 in career rushing TDs.

Height

Weight

40 YD

10 YD

5097

219

4.67

1.63

MEASURABLES
Hand
Vert

Arm

31 3/8 10 1/4 35 1/2

3 Cone

SS

Broad

Bench

7.01

4.19

117"

16

Tapes Viewed

2017: at ATL 11/12, vs PHL 11/19, at WAS 11/30, vs NYG 12/10, vs OAK 12/17

BEST
WORST
PROJECTION

Mental Processing, Vision, Setting Up Blocks, Zone Runs, Competitive Toughness

SCHEME FIT

No

2012 - 2017: No Injuries

Athletic Ability, Acceleration, Lateral Quickness, COD, Finish
Rotational back that be successful on outside Gap runs, Zone runs, and pass protection
situation. Best when setting up blocks in space. Should not be used as a receiver out of the
backfield or be split out and leveraged as a pass catcher.
A Zne system where he can leverage his vision, mental processing, and pass protection
ability.

SUMMARY
7th year pro who has started 70 of 102 total games and 5 of 14 in 2017 and has also played for Dallas and
Washington. In 2017 for the Cowboys he played under OC Scott Linehan in a Inside/Outside Zone and Gap
scheme where he started 5 games for the injured Ezekiel Elliott. Was used as only a 1st and 2nd down back and
replaced with Rod Ford and Darren McFadden in passing situations. Solid height and weight with a thick lower
body build, shows adequate athletic ability with adequate COD, lateral ability, balance, explosiveness, long
speed, and acceleration. Shows good mental processing pre snap to recognize defensive fronts and blitzes, post
snap has very good mental processing and vision to see open holes on inside/outside zone and gap run plays.
On outside gap runs and inside/outside Zone plays he shows very good patience when setting up blocks to
create extra yardage. On Zone plays shows very good decision making to find the open hole as they develop on
the front side of the play. Shows solid ability to create separation on short swing routes and has patience to let
blocks develop on screen passes. Solid pass blocking ability as he scans the formation inside out to find the
appropriate defender to block. Also has a willingness to block and stay low to engage with edge rushers and
blitzing linebackers with good strength and toughness. Post snap, even though he sees the proper hole he lacks
the lateral quickness and COD to jump cut and create runs on the backside of the formation. Shows adequate
burst due to his lack of acceleration and lateral quickness. Adequate inside gap runner due to adequate burst
and acceleration and lack of overall athletic ability, is a one speed runner. Shows adequate ability to finish runs
and create yards after contact, lacks balance through contact against all first and second level defenders, lacks
the athletic ability to evade defenders, and the play strength to power through defenders to gain extra yardage.
If the OL does not block the yardage, Morris will not pick up the yardage. Has inconsistent hands and ball
adjustment traits as he is always taken off the field in obvious pass situations and was not thrown to often when
on the field. Marginal intermediate and deep route runner, lacks acceleration, COD, and lateral quickness to
create seperation against second and third level defenders. In pass pro can be overpowered and driven back
into the QB by stronger interior defensive lineman. Morris is a rotational back that can be used effectively on
outside gap run plays with pulling offensive lineman, plays where he can set up blockers in space, and zone run
plays. He will best fit in a zone system where he can leverage his vision, mental and processing.

